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Introduction

Welcome to my Hyip Hacker's Underground Handbook where you are about to learn how to legally hack in hyip using my Manual Hacking Method.

In the short moment I will reveal all my secret and techniques to you so that you can start learning how to hack in most of hyip.

I have been learning how to hacking in hyip for years and now I want to share all those knowledge with anyone who wish to become a specialist hyip hacker and retrieve back money that you lost from your scam hyip admin.

Hacking in Hyip Admin's Panel Account is not that hard if you know how to do it since most hyip's script security protections is lower than the others.

Hacking in hyip is NOT a crime since most of hyip investment is a Ponzi Scheme.

As you can see I'm still Hacking in Hyip using my very own Hacking method which about to reveal to you. You can also review my latest Hacking Evidence at my site www.hyiphackersuhb.com/evidence.htm

You will also receive my free updates for this Handbook plus my contact detail below:

Here is my personal contact number in case you need any help regarding my Handbook:
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Here is my personal contact email in case you need any help regarding my Handbook:
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Ok Let's get started.
Steps 1 - What you need in order to Hack In Hyip

First of all you will need this in order to start your hacking:

1) Internet connections - Make sure your internet is online

2) You will need to open up your Command or Command Prompt
   Click the Start Menu and choose Run.
   In the field enter the word Command or Command Prompt and click ok

You will see this appear:

![Command Prompt Window](image)

Probably your computer already have this. You will need to open up this in order to start your hacking. If not
Click the Start Menu and choose Programs > Accessories. You will find your Command Prompt there.
3) You will need to find the Hyip Members Login area which will look like graphic below to obtain the information:

It depends on which Hyip you choose. Each Hyip have a different Login page. **Note: This is also the Hyip Admin's Login panel area where you are about to hack in.**

Next, At the Member or Admin's login area **"Right Click"** your mouse and choose **"View Source"** to open up the source code.
If you are using Mozilla Firefox **"Right Click"** your mouse and choose **"View Page Source"** to open up the source code.

Once you have open up the source code you will need to obtain the Login Scripts. Let's find it carefully. It's not that hard to find this. It will be look like this when you find it:
or like this when you find it.

You will need to understand that each Hyip have their different Login Script.

See the RED line that I highlight? That's the Login Script you will need to obtain along with the Hyip Web Addresses.

Ok now you have already obtain what you need in order to Hack in Hyip.

Let's go to Steps 2
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I have already demonstrate Steps 1 to you "what you need in order to Hack in Hyip" for free. So if you are interested in learning how to Hack in Hyip and achieve your goal to financial freedom, you may purchase my Full Version Hyip Hacker's Underground Handbook at www.hyiphackersuhb.com or review my latest Hacking Evidence at www.hyiphackersuhb.com/evidence.htm